This paper presents the idea of a proactive and extensible pervasive computing infrastructure. It supports its users by filtering and pushing highly personalized contextaware information. We have derived a general structure that describes a virtual coniputer extensible at run-time by user-defined information Jilters. Individual users may program the structure using an expressive event-based filter programming model. In addition, the structure implements general design principles of push-based coinmuizication, by supporting both server-level and application-level extensibility.
Introduction
Pervasive computing is based on an integrated environment saturated seamlessly with computers, sensors and communication facilities. A typical user is moving about with his handheld or wearable computing device interacting with this environment. In this scenario, services related to communication and information access become essential. As the user walks about, he wants the pervasive infrastructure to push his communications (e.g. emails, phone-calls and news feeds) to a suitable device. For this reason, we suggest a proactive pervasive computing infrastructure that pushes highly personalized and context-aware information to its mobile users.
To accommodate this proactive and highly personalized environment, our infrastructure is extensible by individual users. This means that a single user may up-load and deploy personal software (instructions) on extensible servers. An informationfilter is the unit of extensibility, a filter being a small executable program. Information filters explicitly express the information interests of a user, i.e.what information a user wants and when he wants it delivered.
This proactive and highly personalized pervasive computing infrastructure requires solutions to a wide range of problems. The problem we address in this paper, is how to 0-7803-8577-2/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE Dag Johansen Dept. Computer Science University of Tromsfl, Norway dag @cs.uit.no construct the basic building block of this infrastructure: A server extensible by individual users. We aim to derive a general structure for this type of servers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the WAIF' project motivating this research. The general structure we have derived for the pervasive infrastructure is presented in section 3. The rationale for our structure is discussed in section 4. Related work is presented in section 5 , and the paper is concluded in section 6.
Wide Area Information Filtering
WAIF (Wide Area Information Filtering [12]) builds on over 10 years of experience with experimental mobile agent systems [ 10, 111. Our TACOMA system was the first mobile agent system ever supporting agents written in almost any language. An important lesson we learned, is that this technology is very suitable for installing software components at run-time by single-hop mobile agents. Hence, we can structure servers with a static part exporting a service API to extensions, and a dynamic part consisting of user extensions using this API (mobile agents used as dynamic Web services).
This concept was used to move computations close to data sources like, for instance, moving a filter agent implemented in C and with a size of a few Kbytes, to a satellite data store containing Terabytes of data. Another application was a distributed sensor network, where we extended servers [8, 9] with small alert agents [7] . These filters parsed a continuous stream of weather and environment data close to the loggers in the Arctic, and alerted remote users based on highly personalized user predicates. The radioactivity level close to the Russian border was one important parameter to monitor for this Stormcast system, extreme Arctic low pressures moving in from the Arctic sea another.
In WAIF, we focus on how the next generation pervasive Internet can be made programmable and extensible ' with personalized, mobile software. We conjecture that the Web's next paradigm shift will include a much more proactive computing model. This will transform a passive Web being searched by users, to information and service providers searching actively for users. Our goal is to replace the old, time-consuming pull-based Internet, with a pervasive, push-based one delivering high-precision, context sensitive information in a timely manner. Hence, we attempt to structure future generation distributed systems so that we get computers (and spam) as much as possible out of the (visible) human loop.
The infrastructure we build for this proactive Web service environment is extremely asymmetric. On the traditional server side is an integrated environment with computers, sensors and communication facilities. A typical client is a user moving about with his handheld or wearable computing devices interacting with this environment. This implies that the user environments should be moved along the trajectory of the user. The first WAIF prototypes support task mobility, user environments (i.e. desktops) transparently moving along the trajectory of the user. If required software is missing at a server, a server can, for instance, up-load and rent this from trusted third-party software vendors.
It is important to notice that a typical WAIF user is not a computer expert. As such, a user is configuring his environment with extensions written by somebody else. We use a multi-tier architecture approach, with the end user being a computer novice. Simultaneously, he is capable of installing software components in the pervasive infrastructure by explicit and implicit actions. These actions, including a user entering a room or logging in to a computer, map down to directories of software components that can be used. In this paper, we focus on aspects related to writing these components and how to provide an infrastructure for running them.
Structure
This section presents the general structure derived for computers in a proactive pervasive computing infrastructure. The structure describes a virtual computer, extensible at run-time by user-defined information filters. Such filters may (occasionally) push relevant information back to their users.
Application-level Extensibility
A template for an extensible server, based on our,experience with TACOMA, is illustrated in Figure 1 . The template has two main parts; SERVER and APPLICATION. The structure supports application level extensibility, by allowing individual users to install personal information filters (F). The server-part of the structure hosts the execution of these filters. In addition, it exports an API to running filters, including three generic services. First, filters may receive messages published by the server, at the IN buffer. Second, the STORE API allows filters to read or write persistent data. Third, filters may push information externally, using the PUSH primitive.
rn DATA v Figure 1 . A template for the general structure.
Filter Programming Model
Filters describe the information interests of end users. An important 'goal of our structure is hence that filters are easily specified. At the same time, users also need unlimited expressiveness to specify their interests accurately. We advocate a solution, where filter programmers express interests using traditional programming language constructs. A high level programming language may be both easy-touse and expressive. As a consequence, we say that users pmgrurn their interests, i.e. their information filters.
Programming Filters
In our structure, a filter is defined to be an expression of user-defined, finite2 functionality. Figure 2 illustrates a simple filter example, implemented by a Python function. The filter executes on incoming messages (published by the server), and implements user interests by pushing only messages of a certain type. The body of a filter contains user-defined logic, expressed in a high level programming language. Hence, a 2Bounded execution time.
filter may read and write variables in memory, and use basic primitives for selection and iteration. It may even use advanced programming abstractions like e.g. object-oriented techniques to express its logic. In addition, many of the libraries provided by the programming language may also be accessible for the filter programmer.
Three types of services are made accessible for running filters; incoming messages, persistent storage and a pushprimitive. An incoming message (published by the server) is passed as a parameter by the server, to a filter. As the filter executes, it may reference the message like a function references its parameter. Messages may, for instance, be stored, altered or pushed (to the user).
Filters are provided access to persistent storage by the STORE API. Figure 3 gives a simple example of this. The overall idea of the PUSH mechanism, is to allow filters to push information directly to their users. On a lower level of abstraction, this implies that messages should be pushed to a computer in the user proximity. Alternatively, intermediate filter servers may be available for further filtering and forwarding of the pushed information. As illustrated in Figure 2 , no destination URL is indicated for pushed information. This is because the destination is always the owner of the filter, be it an intermediate filter server, or the handheld device of a user. The identity of the filter owner is recorded during installation.
Programming Events
Users want to express whar information they want, and when they want it. We approach this by suggesting a filter execution model where user-defined events trigger the execution of user-defined filters. Users express what information they want with a filter progranzining language. In addition they express when they want this information, using an event prograniming language. The general structure implements a simple event programming language, where user-defined events may be constructed from three generic server events. They are time events (T), incoming message events (IN), and condition events (C).
Time events bind the execution of a filter to a specific moment in time. Time events are expressions of time, (e.g. t==12.00) and they are published by the server when this expression is true. Time event may also be periodic, thereby allowing repeated execution of a filter.
IN events bind the execution of a filter to the arrival of an incoming message. IN events are expressed by naming a message channel. The filter in Figure 2 is bound to an IN event.
Binding a filter to a condition event causes the filter to be executed when a given condition becomes true. The condition may be an expression based on persistent state. The server implements an event service that supports the definition and evaluation of such conditions. # Delay all news, except during lunch. def filter0 (news-item) : The filter programming example in Figure 3 illustrates the use of these event types, and also how multiple filters may collaboratively form filter applications. If a user subscribes to a news channel, but wants to receive news updates only during his lunch break, this delay application will solve his problem. Two naive filter implementations are given, to illustrate the basic structure. One filter is bound to an IN event, and the other is bound to a T event. Together they form a filter application that delays news items until noon. The IN-filter executes every time a message arrives on the news channel. If the message arrives before lunch, or after, the message is stored temporarily. If not, it is pushed to the 3Functionality that runs continuously is problematic since filters are required to be finite. Such functionality may instead be represented as a finite filter repeated an infinite number of times.
user. The T-filter is responsible for pushing delayed news items as the lunch break commences. It does so by binding to a time event. When it executes, it pushes all delayed messages and resets the delay folder. The filters are implemented in Python. A Python function is used as a container for the filter logic. Two attributes are assigned to these filter functions. The type attribute states the filter type, in this case IN or T. In addition, a naive event programming language allow us to define the triggering events by attaching an event expression. The IN-filter is triggered only if the incoming message arrives on a specific channel, and the T-filter is triggered only at a specific moment in time.
Filter Execution Model
A highly extensible filter programming model requires filters to be installed and uninstalled easily at run-time. A suitable filter execution model is essential for achieving this goal. Inspired by the event-based programming model discussed above, we suggest a filter execution model where all related filters are executed in a single virtual thread. The single thread subscribes to the event sequence provided by the server. Whenever an event occurs, the thread loads and executes all filters bound to that event, passing the event itself as input. The execution of filters is hence virtually seq~e n c e d .~ Installing and uninstalling filters using this execution model become trivial. Installing a filter involves two simple steps. First, the filter logic is added to the collection of filters already present. Then, a mapping is created in the server between the event and the filter. This mapping is used by the server to execute the filter when the event occurs. Uninstall is the inverse action, including removal of the event-filter mapping and the filter logic.
To summarize, the filter execution environment of our structure allows a collection of filters triggered by T, IN and C events to form user-defined filter applications. In addition, this filter application is extensible at run-time by adding or removing filters from the collection. This improvement to the structure is illustrated in Figure 4 . 4This is one reason why filters are required to be finite.
Server-level Extensibility
The server-part is hosting the execution of applicationpart filters, providing them with run-time resources. It can also be a content provider that publishes valuable information to application-part filters. The server may do so by pushing messages to the IN buffer of application-part filters. Alternatively, messages may be stored persistently and made publicly accessible. In addition to publishing and storing, server functionality may need to receive messages from external sources. These messages may, for instance, be republished to application-part filters. For these reasons, the server-part functionality needs an IN buffer, a STORE API and a PUSH primitive, just like application-part functionality. Also, the server administrator may need to extend server functionality, so that new services can be added to the server.
This observation suggests that the filter programming model defined above is applicable also for the server-part of the structure. This idea is illustrated in Figure 5 . The PUSH primitive is used by the server to publish information to application-part filters. An important implication of this is that publish-subscribe matching now happens internally in the structure.
The completed general structure describes a virtual computer extensible at run-time with both server level and application level filters. 
Implementation
We have implemented a prototype filter-server based on the general structure. The filter-server is implemented in Python. The structure allows filters, like those defined in Figure 3 , to be installed and executed.
A Python function works as a container for filter logic. The server executes a filter by invoking this function with the triggering event as parameter. The name of the function is not important for filter execution, but is used under installation to store the filter persistently. The name is required to uninstall the filter at a later time.
The implementation currently supports filters to be triggered by T events and IN events. T events allow filter execution to be bound to a specific moment in time. Currently, the event programming language is simplistic. The moment in time is given as a string, like e.g. '08.00'. Periodic T events are supported by providing an interval length in seconds.
Filters triggered by
A filter is installed by enclosing it in an install message, and pushing that message to the IN buffer of the filterserver. Server functionality will then store the filter persistently, and create a server mapping between the triggering event and the stored filter. This mapping is used by the server to decide which filters should be executed, given the occurrence of a server event.
The overall functionality of the server is to monitor server events and map them to filter execution. A single thread implements this in an infinite loop. Periodically, it checks for incoming messages and matches T events with the server time. If messages have arrived at the IN buffer, a mapping (updated under installation) between IN events and filters is used to schedule the appropriate filters for execution. A message copy is given to each filter as a parameter. Similarly, if a T event matches the server time, the mapping between T events and filters is used to load and execute these filters sequentially. If a filter is periodic, the new execution time is computed by the server, and a new T event is created and bound to the filter. References to a simple storage API and a push mechanism are imported into the address space of executing filters. This early prototype has a few notable limitations. Although programming and installation of simple filters is easy, difficulties arise when more complex filter applications are considered. For instance, if the user wants to build a complex pipe of filters (each filter is triggered by the output of the previous filter) this is possible in our implementation, but not easy. The next version of the filter server under development targets better abstractions for building complex filter networks. In addition, a more expressive event programming language is being developed, C events must be supported, the storage M I much be richer, and better security must be provided.
Applicability
This subsection discusses two example applications using the general structure. The two applications represent an information source and an information sink. For this reason, they are typical examples of relevant applications in a pervasive computing environment. The information source is an online newspaper, and the sink is what we call a personal jilesystem. Figure 6 illustrates the following scenario. A journalist publishes news items by updating web-pages locally at the server of an online newspaper. The server then pushes these news items to readers that find them relevant. At the other end, the personal filesystem shields the reader from spam and information overload by interrupting and filtering of incoming pushes. Both the online newspaper and the personal filesystem are modelled using our general structure for push-based servers. 
Online Newspaper
Online newspapers are a simple example of a back-end service in a pervasive computing infrastructure. News articles are published continuously 24/7, and readers typically navigate or search the content through a public Web interface. Although online newspapers provide valuable services on the Web, the limitations of the pull-based interaction scheme is evident. Readers waiting for news must poll for updates, and the newspaper can only serve its customer during that short second between the request and the reply. This motivates the construction of a push-based online newspaper. Readers want to specify accurately what news items they want, and when these news items should be pushed.
This suggests applicability of our general structure. Adopting the general structure leads to the following description of an online newspaper. The server-level function-ality publishes news items on different channels (e.g. sport, politics). Readers may then extend application-level functionality with highly personalized information filters. For instance, a given reader may find it amusing to push all news items containing his first name. In addition, users may delay the push of news items until an appropriate time, (e.g. lunch break). A helpful newspaper documents its services, and possibly also provides filter templates.
The pull-based services of the online newspaper may also be extended and personalized. This is possible if server functionality republishes incoming requests to applicationpart filters. A single user may then extend the functionality invoked by the request. This way, personalization of pullbased services is also attainable. In a proactive pervasive computing infrastructure, backend services push information to thin computing devices in the user proximity. As a consequence, the classical problem of information overload is worsened for the user. Even if he does not receive any spam, he still has to decide what to do with the received information. It is crucial that the overhead with pull-based interaction is not simply transformed to information overload. The personal filesystem solves this problem by automating the receipt and storage of pushed messages. Only the most important messages should be pushed on to the user. This implies that the user must specify accurately what information is important, when it is important, and how the personal filesystem should deal with messages of lesser importance. Again, this suggests applicability of our general structure. Figure 7 illustrates the following description of a personal filesystem. The server-part functionality filters incoming messages. This may include spam-filtering or automated archiving. For instance, a user may want to store incoming messages, in specific folders, in order to maintain the organization of his home directory. Important information should immediately be presented for the user. In the general case, the user is operating a mobile computing device. Pushing information to this device is possible if the device has installed a filter on the personal filesystem. If this is the case, the server-part of the personal filesystem simply republishes messages to application-part filters.
Personal Filesystem

Discussion
This section discusses the rationale behind the design of the general structure described in section 3.
Filter Programming Model
If end users are to program the pervasive computing infrastructure, then the programming model must allow them to express their interests in a way natural to them. Our event-based approach is inspired by how people typically express their real-life desires. For example, the following three instructions might be relevant for a given user to install in his pervasive environment. 
Expressiveness
A high level of expressiveness is required for the programming of a highly personalized filter environment. We approach this by suggesting that both events and filters are programmable using traditional programming language constructs. Defining a filter programming language is not that difficult. A minimalistic language need only be able to manipulate data, use a STORE API, and a PUSH mechanism. Most languages are, but high level languages are preferable because they are easier to use.
The definition of an event programming language is more challenging. Users may, for instance, need to describe real-life events (e.g. "When 1 wake up") to fully express their desires. Our approach is to define a set of generic event types, T, IN, and C events. Users may program personalized events by specializing or combining these basic event types.
Programming with these event types need not be difficult. For example, the three real-life events from the above example may easily be expressed by T, IN or C events. The "When I wake up" event may for instance be approximated by a 7.am T event. If we assume that communication by phone is an integral part of the pervasive infrastructure, then the "When I receive U cull" event is simply an IN event bound to the appropriate message channel. The third event, "When the number of unread emails from Bob exceeds 5", may be expressed as a C event, where the evaluated condition is an expression over the emails in the inbox.
The expressiveness of the event programming language depends not only on the three basic event types. Especially, sensor inputs from the user environment may be very useful, when it comes to defining real-life events. For instance, the implementation of the "When I wake up" event might be improved if sensors from the bedroom (e.g. light switch or bedroom door) are taken into account. If sensors push their signals as messages to the IN buffer, sensor input is available using IN events.
The simplicity of this event-based programming model does not come without a cost. For instance, users may unknowingly install filters that conflict with existing functionality. A consequence of the simple programming model, is that the structure must be responsible for correct sequencing, prioritization and conflict resolution. This may be difficult, hence an optimistic solution might be more appropriate. If the structure can detect conflicts and ambiguities as filters are installed, the responsibility for solving them can be given to the user.
Extensibility
Extensibility and adaptability of user-defined functionality at run-time, is important for several reasons. For example, user mobility implies that functionality must be relocated or reconfigured dynamically. In addition, the user may change his information interests or context frequently.
Our event-based programming model is extensible in the sense that filters may be installed or uninstalled at run-time. Still, how filter applications should be programmed, in order to be extensible in desirable way, is another problem. The trivial solution to extensibility is for the user to irnplement all his functionality in one huge filter (possibly triggered by a multitude of events). Changing some part of the functionality then means uninstalling, reimplementing and reinstalling the entire filter. This might be less desirable, especially if updates are small and frequent. Instead, the idea is to split the logic of the huge filter into smaller filters and update them independently. This way, a large filter application can be built from many single-event filters. The problem with this solution, is that splitting logic often incoduces dependencies. For instance, the execution of one filter may rely on some variable produced or updated by another filter. Solving this problem implies implementing communication between filters. (2) and (3), the message may be communicated via shared persistent storage, i.e. filter F1 writes the message to STORE. Filter F2 may then access this message in two ways. Either, (2), F2 may POLL for the arrival of m, or, (3), the system may NOTIFY F2 when m has arrived. In the first case, F2 invokes the GET method of the STORE API repeatedly (until m arrives and GET returns successfully). In the second case, GET need only be invoked once.
An interesting observation is that the three ways to do filter communication correspond directly to the three generic event types defined by the structure. To PlPE a message to F2, implies that F2 must be triggered by an IN event. If F2 is triggered by a periodic T event, it may POLL. for the arrival of a message, and if F2 is triggered by a C event (condition: m has arrived), F2 may GET m. This represents a more formal interpretation of the three generic event types.
General Push Communication
The general structure is designed for a push-based pervasive infrastructure. Based on a general discussion of pushbased communication, three general design principles are proposed for push-based applications. The derivation of the general structure has been motivated by these principles.
This discussion of push-based communication is centered around a simple model illustrated by Figure 9 . Two servers, a source and a sink engage in a push-based conversation. The source publishes information, and at least some part of that information is relevant to the sink. The goal (possibly shared by both parties) is that the source pushes all the relevant information to the sink, and nothing but the relevant information. In order to reach these recall and precision goals, several problems must be addressed.
Principle 1
The first problem is how sinks may define their information interests. In order for the source to push relevant information to the sink, it must have prior knowledge of sink interests. The main idea of this paper defines our approach to this problem. We want the sink to progrant the source, using our filter programming model. This way, the sink gets the expressiveness needed to define its interests accurately. It also gets the extensibility needed to change interests frequently. In addition, the sink has a way of specifying when a push is appropriate. Translating this to the terminology of the general structure means that application level extensibility for individual users, is required for the source.
Design principle 1 A source should be programmable (extensible). 
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Principle 2
A second problem is that of protecting a sink from a spamming source, or from information overflow. First, given that a sink has successfully programmed its information interests with the source, there is no guarantee that these interests will be respected. The' sink needs a receive-side filter mechanism that gives it absolute control over the incoming pushed information. This control mechanism must be simple, expressive and extensible. We approach this problem by suggesting that the sink also is programmable. In the terminology of the general structure, this means that serverlevel extensibility is required for the sink.
Another reason relates to the problem of information overflow. When the publishing of information is automated at the source, this introduces an imbalance if receiving pushed information must be handled manually. A consequence of this may be push-slavery, where the user is forced to react to every received push. Allowing the user to program the receipt of pushed information at his computing device, may ease this problem. For example, not all received information may require the immediate attention of the user.
Only the most important information should be pushed on to, for instance, a screen or a loudspeaker.
Using our filter programming model makes it easy to define useful receive-filters. Imagine, for instance, a parameterizable filter that drops a certain percentage of the incoming messages. If this filter is updated using a ilolume slide bar, then the user may tune real-time the amount of pushes received at a given channel.
Design principle 2 A sink should be programmable (extensible).
Principle 3
The third design principle comes from the observation that source and sink roles may change frequently in a pushbased application. For instance, a server may act both as sink and source simply by republishing some of the information that it receives. This applies for end-users as well. For this reason we suggest that a server is programmable both as a sink and a source, and that these filter environments are stacked so that received pushes may subsequently be republished to other users. In the terminology of the general structure, this means that both server-level and application-level extensibility are necessary for push-based servers.
Design principle 3 A server should have both source and sink capabilities.
Generality of Structure
This paper claims generality for the structure presented. The following arguments support that position. First, the structure is applicable for both extremes of push-based communication, the information source and the information sink. Second, the structure is applicable for all types of computers participating in a pervasive computing infrastructure, ranging from light handheld devices to clusters of heavy back-bone servers. Only the implementation of the structure will differ. Third, the structure may host different types of push-based applications. Applications vary with respect to communication semantics such as guaranteed delivery (high recall) or heavy filtering (high precision). They also differ with respect to push-policies like targeted push or solicited push. We find that all these variations may be implemented in our structure by partitioning the filters, between the server part and the application part of the structure. Finally, pull-based communication may also be implemented using this structure. A request-reply protocol is achieved by pushing requests to the server-part, and receiving replies (as pushes) from the application-part. The functionality invoked by these requests may then easily be extended by individual users.
Related Work
WAIF leverages ideas, concepts, and techniques from several research areas. Most notably is work in pervasive computing based on the seminal work by Mark Weiser [ 
161.
A large body of work in, for instance, ad hoc networking, wireless computing, handheld and wearable computing, and human-computer interaction are being done in this context [ 141. WAIF fits into this large body of work by focussing on event-oriented operating system and Web server implementations, overlay distribution networks, mobile code, and non-functional aspects like, for instance, fault-tolerance and security for this type of computing.
Extensibility has been applied to computer systems for many years. Extensible operating systems and active networks contain a body of related work. For instance, SPIN [2] , VINO [15] , and Exo-kernel[6] demonstrate how to dynamically extend operating systems at run-time. A system like STP [ 131 uses un-trusted mobile code to upgrade communicating end-hosts at the transport level. A key difference with WAIF, though, is that we extend user space Web servers at run time, not in-kernel or protocol functionality. This is similar to how Web services in, for instance, Microsoft .NET can be used, where Internet services can be composed from Web services.
A push-based Web is not a new idea. For instance, publish-subscribe systems like Gryphon [I], Siena [3] or SCRIBE [4] push information to remote users. These systems provide topic-based, or limited content-based, subscriptions to published information, while our ambition is to push context-aware content based information from multiple sources. In addition, we prograni (extend) the remote filters in such a fusion network with user specific code.
The ambitious Oxygen [5] project at MIT also targets creation and development of a pervasive computational environment. WAIF shares many of the same problems, but our approach basically differs by our stronger focus on extensibility and structural issues of a push based Web.
Finally, recent programming languages provide mechanisms for extensibility at run-time. This includes, for instance, Java and its reflection mechanism. We do not develop a new programming language for this type of computing, but have the pragmatic approach that filters should be implemented in one of the existing programming languages best solving the concrete application problem.
Concluding Remarks
Extensibility is a fundamental principle in distributed computing. This paper presents an approach to server extensibility in a push-based and highly personalized pervasive computing infrastructure. We have derived a general structure for this kind of servers. The structure supports application-level extensibility, by allowing individual users to install personal information filters. These filters implement the interest of users by pushing relevant and context-aware information. We propose an easy-to-use filter programming model, where users bind the execution of personal information filters to personal (reallife) events. Access to traditional programming language constructs gives users the expressiveness needed to explicitly and accurately define interests. Three generic eventtypes are suggested for the programming of personal events; time-events, in-events and condition-events.
The server-level extensibility of the structure, is motivated by general design principles of push-based c o m unication. Problems related to spam and information overload limit the applicability of push-based technologies. We suggest a programmable approach to protection of servers (and users). Server-level extensibility allows a user (administrator) to install personalized receive-side filters. In addition, services provided for the application-level filter environment, need also be programmable. Our filter programming model is applicable in both cases.
